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the reclaim series consists of four episodes; the first, called uncharted: reclaim, is an unedited intro
for the series and tells about the characters and premise of the first game and its sequel. the

second, uncharted: betrayal, is set in 1940s italy and is about nate and elena's escape from calva.
the third, uncharted: the lost legacy, is set in the himalayas, and follows marion and emile on a quest
to find the jungle book of bhutan. the last episode, uncharted: the dog tags, ends with the death of

drake and features a funeral for the character. it is set in thailand in the year of the tiger, and follows
the team's quest to rescue rafe, the thief from mali, from a prison of the thai military. [7] the

uncharted: the complete collection is a collection of the three games and their three dlc packs; the
fortune hunters' club, the combo breaker pack, and the explorer's bounty pack, and was released on
november 21, 2012. the complete collection also includes the special episode, "the year of the tiger.
the uncharted series follows the adventures of treasure hunter nathan drake as he searches for his
brother's lost treasure. uncharted 3: drake's deception is the third game in the uncharted series for
the playstation 3 video game console. the game takes place two years after the events of uncharted

2: among thieves. it tells the story of an international treasure hunt. nathan drake is a character
from the uncharted series. you play as nathan drake, an international treasure hunter and

adventurer, with the assistance of his android partner sully. the game also includes several survival
elements for players to complete.
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all characters will have several gameplay and story-based challenges, which are earned by
accomplishing missions and achieving conditions in non-linear levels. uncharted 3 is set in a more
dangerous and complex environment, with more confined levels and significant interconnections

between environments and levels. these play a larger role in the story, including important rescue
sequences and moment-to-moment encounters. a bundle that includes all dlc maps (both flashback

packs and the drake's deception map pack) and dlc gametypes (shade survival and the fort)
released for uncharted 3 on the north american psn as of april 17. it does not appear to be available

elsewhere. uncharted 3's multiplayer will expand on uncharted 2 in both cooperative and
competitive play. new weapons and gametypes have been revealed, as well as both weapon and

character customization. naughty dog confirmed the maps will be more dynamic and interesting. co-
op has again been split into three modes, hunter, adventure and arena. uncharted 3 pc version is

now available!link: 3 is now available for download on oct 28, 2017 uncharted 3: drake's deception
developed by naughty dog, with a story written by script-writer amy hennig. it is the sequel to one of
the release date: oct 29, 2017 assassin's creed identity batarang knife footage to be revealed during

paris games week next tuesday, sony had announced uncharted 3: drake's deception will be
released by oct 29, 2017 in 3 days. after a multiplayer beta was successfully launched last month, all

ps4 owners are now able to take part in a full multiplayer experience. ps4 system sharing, ps4
system-exclusive instant access to gameplay content and online store discounts, and ps4 system

exclusive content and rewards including a premium playable character. 5ec8ef588b
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